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ABSTRACT

At the University of Central Florida Library, the
librarians with collection development assignments, and
the Head of Collection Development, were

strated in

their attempts to fulfill their responsibilities.
Those librarians did not report to the Department Head,
but to other departments, and only a small percentage
of their time was set aside for collection development.
This meant that collection development duties
frequently were deferred to other duties.

There also

was uncertainty about what duties could be expected of
these librarians.

Some functioned only as liaisons to

academic departments, while others did extensive
selection of material, wrote collection development
policies, and evaluated collections and their use.

A

survey of medium-sized academic libraries was conducted
to ascertain their organizational structure for
collection development, and what effect that structure
has on the activities performed.

Two survey

instruments were developed.

One was sent to chief

collection development officers.

That survey asked

questions about organizational type, time spent on
collection development, patterns of fund allocation,
and staff size.

The other survey was for completion by

collection development librarians, or librarians with
collection development responsibilities.

Five copies

of that survey were sent to each selected institution.
Librarians were asked about their job assignments, time
spent on collection development, their qualifications,
faculty participation, and priorities.

Both

questionnaires included a list of sixteen collection
development activities.

Respondents were asked to

indicate which activities were desirable, and which
ones they had done.

Responses were received from 46 of

71 libraries surveyed.

The study revealed that

librarians defer collection development to other
responsibilities and perform few of the activities they
feel are desirable for collection development.

Many

are selecting materials for the collection without
having collection development policies or collection

evaluations to refer to.

Most feel adequately well

prepared to do collection development, but many felt
they did not have sufficient time for it.

Although few

libraries of the size studied had separate collection
development departments, the librarians in those that
did spend more time on collection development, were
less likely to defer collection development to other
activities, and performed more collection development
act

ities than their colleagues in other types of

libraries.

It was recommended that a library of this

size that is serious about collection development
locate librarians with primary assignments in
collection development in departments established for
that purpose.

These librarians should have subject

expertise, and sufficient time to wr

e collection

development policies, evaluate collections, and conduct
circulation studies and user surveys.

Further study of

the results of the various types of organization for
collection development are needed.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

Background and Significance
Librarians with collection development
responsibilities at the University of Central Florida
frequently experienced frustration as they sought to
fulfill their professional responsibilities.

Although

one librarian had been appointed Head of Collection
Development, and as many as fifteen others had
collection development responsibilities, the duties had
not been clearly defined.
The Head of Collection Development was responsible
for determining the materials to be purchased or
accepted as gifts and added to the collection, an
intellectually demanding, professional task (7).

All

the librarians with collection development assignments
were members of other departments, and none reported
directly to the Head of Collection Development.

The

amount of time they were expected to devote to this
activity suggested that it was not a high pr
the library administration.

rity for

This in turn affected the

performance of the librarians, and it was feared that
many books were being added to the collection that
should not be, while others that should be purchased
were being missed.
Conversations with colleagues and articles in the
professional journals showed

that the problems of

organization for collection development and the
priority accorded it were widespread in academic
libraries.

While collection development frequently is

described as a principal responsibility of librarians,
it is a descriptor that has corne into common use only
in the past forty years.

It has not found its

organizational niche in the way cataloging or reference
service have.

This is especially true in academic

libraries, where, until the mid-1940s, teaching faculty
held almost exclusive book-selecting prerogatives (6).

- 2 -

Statement of Problem
A primary problem, apparently the result of
organizational uncertainty, was that of deferring
collection development activities.

Typical of

assignments was the one made at the University of
Central Florida to the liaison for the College of
Business.

This college had six departments:

Accounting, Economics, Finance, Hospitality Management,
Management, and Marketing.

There was a real estate

institute attached to the college as well.
lib~arian

The

given this assignment was expected to devote

ten percent of her time to communication with six
faculty representatives, writing or revising collection
development policies, reviewing books received on
approval, revising the approval profile if needed, and
wisely spending part of the book budget.
Since it has not been established if this amount
of time is more or less than adequate to perform these
tasks (8), it was impossible to know if this librarian
should be expected also to evaluate the use of the
collection, do user studies, and manage the physical
-

3 -

preservation of the collection.

What was known was

that the librarian's physical and administrative
presence in the reference department meant that she
would be pressured to devote less than ten percent of
her time to collection development.

The all too

obvious and urgent daily demands in reference eroded
that time and it never was recovered.
Librarians at the University of Central Florida
Library had stated that collection development required
flexibility and blocks of time not available to them
within the prevailing organizational structure.

Ten

percent of a forty hour week is four hours, but the
intricacies of scheduling reference desk duty,
bibliographic instruction, and professional meetings
never left a block of time that size.

Moreover,

although a few librarians had as much as fifteen
percent of their time assigned to collection
development, others had as little as five percent.

Rationale

~

Study

Because of these problems, it seemed desirable to
- 4 -

conduct a survey
size and miss

other

titutions

to discover how

for collection development, and what

comparable
were

0

anized

t, if any,

organization had on the performance of collect
development duties.

An attempt would be made to

discover if some of these libraries were organized
ways that allowed the librarians to devote the time
expected to their collection development duties.
such an organization

If

model could be identified, it

was hoped that the data collected would persuade
administrators
the possib

ity of

libraries of this size to consider
taIling a type of the model in

their libraries ..

Research Questions
Research questions posed were:
1.

Is there a prevalent organizational model in
medium-sized academic libraries?

2.

Does the organizational model affect the way
collection development is done?

3.

Do libraries of this size typically allocate funds

- 5 -

ty expend

e, or reta

cont

them?
4.

What relationship is there between fund allocat
and amount of 1

arian time spent on

tion

development?
5.

Are 1

arians wi

respons

col

development

t

ilities typical

administrat

assigned in public services or technical services?
6.

What relationship is there between administrative
assignment of 1

arians and the amount of time

spent on collection development?
7.

What relationsh

is there between administrative

assignment of librarians and

collection

development activities they perform?
8.

Do 1

rarians defer collection development to other

duties?
9.

How are librarians academically or experienti
prepared to do collection development?

10. Do librarians feel adequately prepared
educationally
responsib

their collect

ities?

- 6 -

development

ly

Do librarians feel

ty respect

ir

qualifications and judgment?
12. What tasks do librarians feel are

opriate or

necessary for collection development?
13. How many of these tasks do

perform?

Statement Qt Hypothesis
The organizational structure of the medium-sized
academic library affects collection development
act

ities.

When collect

development is recognized

as a separate activity, and a permanent department is
established for its performance, the
posit

fect w

Collection development librarians

libraries wi

1 be
these

accomplished more of these duties deemed

desirable by themselves and their superv
their colleagues

ors than wi

libraries without separate

departments for collection development.

Conversely,

librarians with collection development responsibilities
who work in libraries where collection development is
not recognized as a separate act

ity, or where it does

not have a permanent, full time department established

- 7 -

its accomplishment, w

be negat

They will accord other responsibil
ect

af

ies

ted.

iority over

development, and will not accomplish

tasks identified as desirable.

Definition Qf Terms
A liaison is a 1
communicating wi
librarians

arian with respons

ity for

faculty, other liaisons, or

other libraries, in a part

area or areas.

Liaison wi

ty typ

conveying budget and deadl

subject
ly includes

ion; notificat

concerning publications of interest; conferring on
large purchases and deletions; cooperative wr

ing

collection development policies, receiving order
requests, and soliciting curriculum and research
ion.
Medium-sized academic library

a library serving

a university with some graduate programs, but lacking
research status.

Professional librarians number

between eighteen and

irty, and the annual materials

budget is $800,000 or more.
-

8 -

A collection development librarian is one who has
collection development as a primary responsibility.
The term librarian liith collection development
responsibilities is used when those duties are comb
with others and are secondary.

All other terminology

used has standard definitions.

Reference may be made

to

~

ed

ALA Glossary Qf Library and Information Science.

- 9 -

CHAPTER TWO
Review of Related Literature

A review of the literature shows some areas of
concern addressed repeatedly by authors and
researchers.

There is confus

librarians engaged
con

about terminology for

collection development.

ion is related to uncertainty about the role of
collection development librarian.

of discussion
assert

responsib

A frequent topic

ity for selection.

librarians are responsible, wh

Some
others

advocate leaving this task to the teaching faculty.
Related to th
work wi

is the question of librarian liaison

teaching faculty.

Other subjects frequently

discussed are library organization for collection
development and the amount of time to be spent on
act

is

i

Terminology
terms most frequently encountered to describe
these librarians are bibliographer and subject
~

10 -

Dick

on uses

terms

subject specialist. and librarian selector
interchangeably (16).

Sloan comes to no conclus

about terminology to describe these librarians (32).
Writing more recently, Sohn uses the term collection
development

to refer to

collect

person

charge

development, and selector to refer to

librarians with responsibilities

is area (34).

Bryant refers to them as collection development
and collection developers respectively (10).
The term subject specialist is w
Brita

, where most academic 1

honors degrees
formal tra

arians have

academic subjects but seldom have

ing in library tec

Woodhead, writing

ely used

iques (18).

Even so,

Great Britain, expresses concern

about terminology, suggesting subject librarian or
subject responsib

ity (38).

The term bibliographer

has been widely used in the United States.

This term

usually implies a narrower span of duties than does the
term collection development librarian.
It is biographers who are most often accused of
- 11 -

elitism.

B

iogr

rs are seen as work

isolation, selecting ti
balanced collect

es that build an ideal,
one subject.

are not

perceived as having to concern themselves wi
demands, shelf availab

users

l

ity, acquisitions or catalog

problems, or any of the other

ane but compelling

problems their colleagues face.

Bibliographers of

type have been and are found
libraries with large budgets.

very large research
As budgets shr

, and

publication continues to increase, they may be
disappearing (16).
In

country, too, there

terminology.

disagreement on

Dickinson uses the term subject

specialist to discuss what has been described above as
bibliographer.

Haro uses the term bibliographer to

describe a librarian who performs all professional
tasks in a given subject, including not only reference
and collection development, but techn

al services

tasks such as cataloging and acquisitions, too (22).

- 12 -

What, then, are the duties of collection
development librarians?

Reference and cataloging are

excluded as being clearly outside the scope of duties.
, in refuting Haro, advocates the use of
mater!

s selectors who guide the growth of library

collections, but does not list specif

duties (36).

Dickinson states that an important part of the job is
collection evaluation and retrospective buying.

He

feels that since there is not enough money for
retrospective buying
should be abolished.

most libraries, these positions
He suggests that the money saved

by abolishing positions be spent for books and
restoration (16).

He does not suggest who w

1 decide

what to buy or what to restore, or who will be
responsible for collection evaluation.
Sohn, in a survey conducted of Association of
Research Libraries members, found that the librarans
were almost always expected to perform selection and
provide liaison 1

s to the teaching faculty.

Assignments also frequently included collection
- 13 -

evaluation, specialized reference assistance,

ine

searching, preservation decisions, and special

ed

bibliographic instruction (34).
au

rs most helpful

defining tasks are

Parker and Carpenter, and Ricking and Booth.

Parker

and Carpenter used a zero-based budgeting concept to
justify staff levels and assignments.

L

ar

s

reference department of the library they studied
had forty-five percent of their time allocated for
collection development responsibilities.

Twenty

collection development activities were identified.
These were grouped

broader areas that include

liaison work, policy development, evaluation,
selection, allocations, and acquisition functions.
When listed in priority order, liaison was considered
most important,

Fifth in importance but first in time

spent was selection.

Also considered important were

writing policies, evaluation of collections, and work
wi

other libraries.

Further down the list were

acquisitions tasks and collection maintenance (30).
The work of Ricking and Booth is

- 14 -

the

theoretical r

, but they identify s

Collection Development Subsystem.

lar tasks
These are the

Collection Information Module (evaluation, lia
the Collection Planning Mod

(policy, allocations);

Library Materials Selection Module: and
Evaluation Mod
gifts)

on);

ferings

(bulk purchases, standing orders,

(31).

Specific activ

ies are listed for professional,

technical, and clerical staff for collection
development.

For the profession

, these include user

surveys and evaluation of patterns of materials use;
tasks not included

Parker and Carpenter.

The task

of searching the library catalog is assigned to
technical personnel by Ricking and Booth.

Bryant

contends that most experienced collection development
librarians prefer to do at least some of this
themselves, because of the

formation they gain about

the collection (8).

Responsibility

~

Selection

An area of controversy is the matter of

- 15 -

responsib

i

materials select

forty years, several circumstances have comb
decrease faculty participation
librarian responsib
other materials.

past

In

ed to

, and increase

ity for, selection of books and

These include

reased faculty

specialization, faculty responsibility for larger class
loads and advising,

ty committee work and

community service (32), and the "publish or perish"
syndrome.
ab

Increased speci

ization has affected

ity of faculty to select in broad subject areas,

while the other factors have made serious inroads on
time available to them for selection.
At the same time, librarians have been growing
professionalism and educational preparation (18).
have second master Us degrees in subject areas.

Many

They

may be expected to have the bibliographic expertise and
the access to the tools of collection development
needed to acquire materials consistent with meeting the
goals of

parent institution.

Although there

agreement that the trend

academic libraries is toward librarian responsibility

- 16 -

select
desirable.

, there is no consensus

trend

Dickinson states that libr

effectiveness have been decl

ing

service and

ing

years

librarians have been doing more selection, and makes a
correlation, unsupported by data, between
phenomena (16).
on

speci

Tut

two

admonishes librarians to r

ization of the faculty, thus implying

that the primary responsibility does lie with the
librarian (36).
Danton advocates participation by interested
faculty, with final responsib
1

ary, s

funds (14).

ity rema

ing

the

it is accountable for the use of its
Curley and Broderick

fer arguments bo

for and against librarian responsibility for select
(13).

They point out that faculty frequently have

neither the time nor interest to do an adequate job of
selecting library materials.
Although some argue that librarians do not have
the subject expertise of faculty, Curley and Broderick
point out that faculty also do not have adequate
knowledge of their colleagues' fields, and so may do no

- 17 -

better

1

arians

selecting for

if they do not neglect them altogether.

is,
Because

librarians bring more balance and object

ity to the

task, Curley and Broderick advocate librar
responsibility, wi

the caveat that they take pa

to

know their communities.
Gardner also believes that librarians are more
likely to take a broad area of the collection into
cons

eration, while the faculty member's

be 1

ted to a narrow area (21).

terest may

Messick advances the

idea that selection naturally passes from the faculty
to the librarian when the library reaches a certain
stage

its growth.

When that stage

faculty selectors more and more

reached,

equently have

requests returned because they already are on order or
the library, and so they begin to rely more on the
1

arian selectors (27).
In her survey, Sohn asked what degree of control

the teaching faculty had over bo

selection of

materials and allocation and expenditure of library
funds.

She found that in research libraries,
- 18 -

responsibility for alloc

ion was retained almost

solely in the library, that expenditure of funds was
largely controlled in
of materials was s

library, and that select
ed wi

facul

(34).

In spite of disagreements about the f
responsibility for ordering, all writers agree that
liaison work is of

imary importance and

librarians ignore faculty expertise and
their peril.

Baatz writes to this issue, po

that a persistent theme
of librarians

faculty w

t

ting out

this debate is the complaint
not participate in

spite of numerous opportunities (5).
librarians are

terest to

respons

For this reason,

ility by de

t, if

not by choice.

Faculty Opinions Qf Librarian Selectors
Once faculty have been relieved of collection
development responsibil

ies, the question rema

s, are

they satisfied with the selection done by librarians,
and with the library in general?

Woodhead found that

in British academic libraries, subject specialists had

- 19 -

not been warmly received,

spite of

degrees in subject areas (38).
opposition decreasing, wi

ir honors

Haro finds faculty

a growing w

lingness to be

relieved as long as the librarians are qualified (22).
Baatz maintains that faculty are overwhelmed with
other responsibilities, and are satisfied so long as
the librarians do a good job (5).

As Smi

points out,

the librarian's:
work must be judged on the degree to which he
fills his over

charge, and the best

indicator of this is,

equen

, clientele or

colleague evaluation (33).

Weeding and Discontinuation Qt Titles
The areas that faculty are most reluctant to trust
to librarian decision making are weeding and
discontinuation of journal titles.

Stueart found that

librarians and faculty disagreed significantly, not
only on who should make the final decision in weeding,
but on whether weeding is even necessary or desirable
(35).

Sloan found, however, that librarians were very
- 20 -

concerned about their relationship wi
and thus are unl

ely to forge ahead wi

cancellations without consultation.
dec

ty (32),
weeding or

Baatz found that

ions about cancellations of serials were more

likely to result
any other (5).

ty/librar

consultation than

Because of inflation and budget cuts,

cancellation of journal titles is an activity that many
libraries have engaged in dur

recent years.

Conversely, understaffing has made it impossible for
many libraries to consider systematic weeding projects.
Nonetheless, faculty sometimes are so nervous about
library weeding they imagine it has occurred even when
it has not (37).

Organization gnd Time Allotted
Since it appears inevitable that collection

t

development will be the responsibility of the
librarians in large and medium-sized academic
libraries, the next questions raised are:

How w

1 the

librarians be organized for collection development, and
how much time will be devoted to i

- 21 -

Although there is

no doubt
and

w

e should be a reference d
reference is a publ

service, and

be a cataloging department in tec

c

tment,
there

ical services,

tion development is organizationally ill-def

Is it a public service, a tec
nei

?

ical service, or

Is it a function of acquisitions or

reference, or is

a separate function best placed

a separate department?
The American Library Association places its
Collection Management and Development Section in the
Resources and Technical Services D

ision (2).

But

many academic libraries place collection development
under the assistant director for public services.

In

research libraries, Sohn found that 14 percent of those
libraries had placed collection development in public
services (34).

If there is a separate assistant

director for collection development, this person
equently lacks a staff, but must depend on the
part-time attention of members of the reference
department (26).

Osburn found consistency where no one

else does, saying:
- 22 -

Usually, collection development is
responsib
libr

i

an administrative

ficer of the

••• who delegates authority on a subject

basis among a number of librarians wi
speci

ed tra

But Haro

ing and interests (28).

1967 and Bryant

e was no clear model
development.

1986 found

organization for collection

Haro, in a survey of seventy academic

libraries of

sizes, found selectors

departments,

acquisitions d

reference

tments, and in

separate collection development departments.
Sloan c

acterized collection d

"boundary spanning

activity~

t as a

that is as an activity

that requires many transactions across
interorganizational and

traorganizational boundaries"

(32) •

She identified three organizat
collection development.

designs for

Type 1 does not recognize

collection development as a separate activity, but one
takes place

already established departments

with other purposes, such as reference or acquisitions.
-

23 -

Type 2 recognizes collection development as a separate
activity, and creates a department to administer it.
Type 3 draws s
temporary bas
activ

ies.

responsibil

f

om other departments on a

to perform collect

development

In this model, the staff members· pr
ies and loyalties are to the parent unit.

Sohn found that

half

the libraries she surveyed,

the collection development officer had line
respons

ility for the selectors (34).

libraries,

large research

These

titutions,

would

correspond to the type of library Sloan identified as
Type 2.
Futas cIa

that publ

services librarians make

up the majority of selectors for academic libraries and
asserts that this is as it should be.

Reference

librarians, she writes, know what is asked for, what is
other libraries, and what should be purchased for
their own collections (20).
Parker and Carpenter, however, in describing a
library that accomplishes c

lection development

within the reference department, question whether
- 24 -

om
is

model is best.
tr

it

advocate an exam

patterns and a rev

at

of assumptions (30).

Howard draws on contemporary organization theory
to support her assertion
to organize.

there

no one best way

Variables of environment, resources,

technology, type of task, and type and size of library
must be considered (24).
any of her

Sloan also does not advance

ee types as preferable, but states

in the absence of a "best way," output becomes
increas

ly important (32).

Bryant discusses an organizat

pattern that

corresponds to Sloan's Type 3, calling it a
posture ll (10, p. 116).

II

selection

She asserts that librarians

is structure probably will emphasize liaison work,
possibly wi
policy.

Her

the generat
II

of a collection devlopment

collection management and development

posture ll corresponds to Sloan' s Type 2.
structure, s

This

admits, is extremely labor intensive.

The range of responsibil

ies is expanded to include

evaluation, preservation, liaison work with other
libraries, and specialized reference and instruction
- 25 -

work.
If

e is no best way to organize

development, it is a curious fact
organized

tion

in 1

aries

the ways Sloan describes as Type 1 and

Type 3, collection development often seems to be the
task neglected when time constraints apply.
be due in part to the fact
development act

may

much of collection

ity is an independent act

difficult to measure and quantify.

i

As Dickinson says,

other duties require more coordination and control.
Thus the unstructured and "unbusy looking" activ

ies

collection development create conflict and pressure
to perform other activities that are more obviously
immediately productive and therefore more easily
justified and evaluated (16).
Bryant (10) and Osburn (29) both have discussed
this issue.

Osburn points out that an "invisible"

collection development organization, such as a Type 1
or Type 3, is easily raided when unexpected demands are
made on librarians' time.

Bryant points out that when

insufficient time is available for collection
- 26 -

development work,

result may be unw

e

es.

Parker and Carpenter identify other pressures
contribute to the delay of collect
act

ies.

demands

These include

immediate and obv

reference service and b

instruction (30).
Carpenter, compla

development
s

iograph

Both Bryant, and Parker and
about the difficulty of determining

the amount of time it takes to do collection
development, Bryant calling for research to establish
formulas for ass

ing human resources in different

subjects (8).
Ferguson and Taylor,

an analysis of act

of public services librarians, found

ies

even

librarians who were called subject specialists devoted
almost twice as much time to reference as to collection
development.

Public services librarians wi

collection development duties listed not only
reference, but professional development and attending
meetings as having priority over acquisitions (19).
Haro found that subject bibliographers
reference department received no reduction in
- 27 -

the
hours

were required to spend at
bel

r

ence desk.

type of organ
con

(23).

r

ts and problems of administrative c
Messick also advocates an

separate department so
d

He

ted by demands

istrat

the primary work is not

om other departments (27).

If Type 1 and Type 3 organizational models result
in neglect of collection development, it is
libraries organized

a Sloan Type 2 model that

charges of elitism are heard.
librarians conferring wi
reviews and

Collection development

faculty colleagues, reading

ofessional journals, evaluating

collections, and conducting user studies, are
performing tasks that seem unstructured and are not
quantifiable.

They may be envied by other librarians.

These other librarians are assigned to the reference
desk at set hours, are expected to teach a certain
number of

asses, catalog a certain number of books,

or conduct a certain number of online searches.
in v

Baatz,

its to seventeen Association of Research Library

libraries, found elitism to be among the problem areas

- 28 -

(5).

Sm!

defends collection development 1

arians,

saying:
If they do, as some have

ed,

elite in academic librariansh

esent an

, it is an

more than pays its own way through quality
service and hard work (33).
Bryant suggests that reactions to charges of elitism
may be one of the reasons libraries, even those
organized as Type 2, now frequently give collection
development librarians part-time assignments

other

departments (10).

Medium-sized Academic Libraries
Notable for its absence from the literature
common definition

the term medium-sized academic

library. although

is a term frequently used.

a

Ferguson defined a medium large centralized university
1
B

ary as one of around 1.5 m
t based her def

lion volumes (19).

ition on materials expenditures,

using in 1974/75 the range of $325,000 to $465,000.
This would exclude members of the Research L
- 29 -

aries

most

or state

,

the term, but

Polytechn
listed

rase

s

aryl!
r

the ti

ring to

~~~~

e does not

ifornia State

University at Pomona (15).
the current

having a

( 9) •

an article

"medium-sized academic 1
def

titut

is libr

Library Directory as

ofessional staff of

teen and a materials

budget of slightly over $1,000,000 (3).

On the basis

of st

study.

f size, it was excluded
American L

om th

ary Association sponsors, w

its Resources and Technical Services D
discuss

is

ision,

groups for Chief Collection Development

Officers of Large Research Libraries, and for Ch
Collection Development Officers of Medium-Sized
Research Libraries.

The first group

open to the chief collection development officers
of the first forty university libraries listed
the Associat

of Research L

aries annual

statistical report (2).
The second
inc

open to the research libraries not
the top forty.
- 30 -

Summary
A rev

pertinent 1
the

concern wi

ature s
used to describe

librarians responsible for

tion development, and

with the assignment of responsib
1

arians or teach

frequently g
wi

oing

faculty.

to the ind

ity for

is task to

Attention

so is

idual tasks included

in the assignment "collection development".

Authors also discuss the different ways libraries can
be organized for collection development, and the
problems of de
responsib

ring collection development

ities to other more immediate demands.

cannot be said that there is a consensus
of these topics.

op

However, all agree that

consultation and cooperation between librarians and
faculty are essential.

- 31 -

It
on

CHAPTER THREE

Procedures and Methodology

Questionnaires
Two survey instruments were developed, designed to
discover

medium-sized academic libraries were

organized for collection development;
duties collection development 1

specific

arians had; what ones

they accomplished; whether they were satisfied wi
arrangement; what

the

ifications they had; the degree

of faculty participation; and whether they perceived
the

as being satisfied with the arrangement.

One questionna
collect

e was designed for completion by ch

development officers [Appendix B], and

other for collection development librarians or
librarians with collection development responsib
[Appendix C].

Drafts of the questionna

ies

es were

distributed to ten librarians in a medium-sized
academic library with explanations of the information
meant to be

icited by each question.

librarians reviewed the quest
- 32 -

These

aires and made

suggest

rewording and rearrang

Rev

ions

were made as a result of these suggestions.
The final vers
dupl

ated on c

of the questionnaires were
ed paper.

"Questionnaire for
Off
L

Collect

ers" and blue

ities."

Development

"Questionnaire

rarians with Collect

Responsib

Yellow was used

Development

This color coding was

facilitate the tabulation of responses.
in

paper to d

t

r

tended to
When necessary

ish between the

questionnaires, they will be referred to as
Questionnaire #1 (for ch

collection development

officers), and Questionnaire #2 (for librarians wi
collection development responsib

ities.)

The libraries to be surveyed were selected from
the American Library Directory 39th edition (3).

All

academic libraries listing a professional staff of
between 18 and 30 librarians were selected as being
most comparable to the
23 profess
fitting

stitution being studied, with

positions.

Seventy-one libraries

is description were discovered.
- 33 -

Each

ify

Quest

#1,

Also

1

ary was sent one c
five c

ed were a cover

Quest
tter [Append

stamped, addressed envelopes
It was hoped

A]

return of

an envelope

encourage part

ire #2.
s
sur

each survey would

ipation, as it made it unnecess

one person to collect and return

for

completed sur

•

Such an arrangement also protected the privacy of
respondents.
Responses were received
percent), but
Quest

a

#2 only.

47 1

aries (66

ee of these responded wi

es #1 only, and three wi
sets of one Quest

Questionnaires
e #1 and at

least one Questionnaire #2 were received from 41
libraries

percent).

All questionnaires could be

used to analyze some questions.

But

some instances,

cross tabulations were done between questionnaires, and
in these
One 1
was
the ch

tances, incomplete sets could not be used.
ary that responded wi

a Questionnaire #1 only

the process of reorganization.

It appeared that

collection development officer had just been
-

34 -

appo

, and

lection

were to be appo

Because
no

t

1

arians

ted soon.

the large number

low-up by ma

libraries surveyed,

or telephone was attempted.

Follow-up might possibly have increased the number
responses, and obtained Questionnaires #1 when they
were not received from libraries that retu
Questionnaires #2.

Telephone

iries could also have

clarified some responses on some questionna
For
placed

tance, Sloan had the 1

es.

aries she surveyed

organizational categories by independent

judges, based on information supplied by the libraries
(32)..

In

survey, respondents were asked to

categorize their organizational type themselves, wi
no background information supplied.
f

Not all libraries

neatly into one of the three described categories,

and an independent judge might possibly have placed
some libraries

categories different from those

chosen by the participants ..

- 35 -

Ano
for

point of confus
number

staff.

was

quest

time equ

1

ar

s on

is question apparently was unclear to

many respondents.

When

,

question was unanswe

the number of professional 1

ar

library in the

sIted

Directory was used.

Although med

ized academic libraries, as

dined by the author, were surveyed, a number of
respondents
libraries.

icated that they were located

L

arians

the only profess
responsib

ies

their colleagues
librarians.

branch librar

branch

often are

that branch, and so have
differ gr

om those

libraries with 18 or more

The responses

those librarians mig

have affected the results.
L

arians were asked to state

assignment.

ir job ti

or

It would have been useful if they also had

been asked what department they resided in.
collection development officers also should have
asked for

ir titles and what other responsib

had.

Those two questions would have aided

- 36 -

ies

t

ator

resolv

organizational type

questions of 1
some instances.

On Questionnaire #1, chief collection development
officers were asked how much time was
expected to be spent on collect

development

were given ranges of responses to select from.
Questionnaire #2, 1

They
On

arians were asked how much time

they spent and were expected to spend on collection
development.
wi

They were given blank lines to fill in

any amount.

More meaningful analysis and

comparisons of the responses wou
if

have been possible

response format had been the same on both

questionnaires, preferably

used on Questionnaire

#2.

-
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CHAPTER FOUR
Presentation of Results
Questionnaire for Chief Collection Development
Qfficers
~

of Organization
The first question on Questionnaire #1 established

the type of organization for collection development as
dined by Sloan:
In Type I designs, acquisitions, allocation of
funds and selection are dispersed among several
larger functional units with

the library.

Typically, in Type I's, allocation and monitoring
of funds takes place within the acquisitions or
technical services unit where materials are
procured, while selection of materials is carried
out within public service units.

The

distinguishing characteristic of Type II designs
is that collection development is recognized as a
distinct activity and a separate collection
development unit is created.

Responsib

the activities which comprise collection
- 38 -

ity for

development is assigned to a member

the top

management of the library as a principal or sole
responsibility.

Type III designs are also

characterized by the recognition

collection

development is a distinct activity.
Responsibility for collection development in Type
III designs is, as in Type II designs, vested in a
member of the library's top management.

Type III

designs are distinguished from Type II designs by
the formation of a temporary, rather than a
permanent, collection development unit.

The

members of this temporary unit are specialists
drawn from various functional departments within
the library.

They assemble to perform collection

development activities and then return to their
regularly assigned departments (32, p. 84).
Sloan, after personal visits to the libraries in her
study, described the organization and submitted her
descriptions to three judges, who designated each as
Type 1, Type 2, or Type 3 (32, p. 85).
In the present study, the three types were

- 39 -

described, and the respondents asked to choose the
designation that most nearly matched the organization
of their library.

In Table 1 the results of the

categorizations are displayed.

Not all libraries fit

neatly into one of the three types, but all respondents
checked one of the three responses, although a few
wrote notes indicating that their library did not f
precisely into a catego

Of 43 libraries, more than

half (23) were Type 3, with 16 more saying they were
Type 1.

Only five identified themselves as Type 2

organizations.
When she did her study of research 1

aries in

1973, Sloan found four libraries of Type 1, five of
Type 2, and only two of Type 3.

In this study, Type 3

was found to be the more prevalent type of organization
in medium-sized academic libraries, with Type 2 being
unusual.

It is assumed that the difference is a result

of staff size, but further study might reveal a
difference in the importance ascribed to this activity
by administration.

-
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TABLE 1
ORGANIZATION FOR COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
ILibraries (1) 1Respondents (2)

IType of Organization

I
I Type 1: Within Larger Unit

I

1

1

I

16
5
23

1
IType 2: Permanent Separate Unit 1
IType 3: Temporary Separate Unit 1

70

1
1

14

105

1
1

(1) Questionnaires il
(2) All questionnaires

TABLE 2
EXPECTED PERCENTAGE OF TIME SPENT ON COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
BY LIBRARY TYPE

"

IType of organization
1
1 Type 1
1 Type 2
Type 3
1
I
1 Totals
I

0 - 10%

26 - 50%

51 - 75%

.25
5.5

5
1.25
2.5

1
1.25
.5

8.75

8.75

3

11 - 25%

6
0
9.5

3

15.5

76 - 100%1
1
0
1
2.25 1
1
I
I
3.25 1
I

TABLE 3
ACTUAL PERCENTAGE OF TIME SPENT ON COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
BY LIBRARY TYPE
IType of organization
I
I Type 1
1 Type 2
I Type 3

I
I
I

Totals

0 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 75

7

5

0

12.5

.25
4.5

2.5
1.25
0

1

19.5

9.75

3.75

3.75

.5
2.25

76 - 1001
I
0
1
.25 I
0

.25

I
I
I

I
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Time Spent on Collection Development
The chief collection development officers were
asked to state a percentage of time librarians were
expected to spend on collection development.

Many

respondents had difficulty responding to the question,
as expectations vary for different librarians wi
the same library.

Some checked more than one response,

and one checked all responses.

Some did not check any

range, indicating that expectations cannot be expressed
as percentages in their organizations.
results of the responses

~re

In Table 2, the

displayed.

It appears that less time is expected to be
devoted to collection development by individual
librarians

libraries of Type 1 and Type 3.

Even

though the range 0 - 10 percent was not selected by any
Type 2 libraries, it still was the range with the most
total selections, all from Types 1 and 3 libraries.
Forty-two percent of the chief collection
development officers expected the librarians involved
in collection development to devote 10 percent or less
-

42 -

of their time to it, and 65 percent expected less than
25 percent.

In contrast, on the Questionnaires #1 from

Type 2 libraries, two respondents indicated that
librarians were expected to spend more than 76 percent
of their time on collection development, another marked
5

75 percent, and another, 26-50 percent, with 50

percent circled.

The fifth stated that eight

librarians were involved in collection development,
with assignments in all ranges except the lowest.
Chief collection development officers were asked
to estimate the percentage of time actually spent by
librarians on collection development activities.

The

responses, displayed in Table 3, are similar to the
responses to the second question.

Because of the use

of ranges in the responses, the results, when compared
to responses to Question 2, are inconclusive.

Of 37

respondents replying, seven (19 percent) selected a
lower range of number for time spent than for time
expected.

All the rest selected the same range for

both questions.
The questionnaire revealed that many librarians do
-
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not have specific assignments with priorities or
percentages attached to them.
knows of at least one

However, the author

stance, in a library that does

have annual "Letters of Assignment", where assignments
have been rewritten during an academic year because
other duties encroached so much on collection
development that it had to be removed.
On a questionnaire
response 76

om a Type 3 library, the

00 percent was marked.

that librarians who nominally are

It seems strange
another department

would be expected to or would spend more than 50
percent of their time on collection development.

The

I

three librarians from that library who returned
Questionnaires #2 listed their time spent as 50

I

percent, 20 percent, and 25 percent respectively.

II

Library Staff Size
Respondents were asked to indicate the number of
full time equivalent librarians on their staffs.

Staff

levels were somewhat lower than those reported in the
library directory used to select the libraries

- 44 -

j

•

surveyed.

Although not all respondents commented, some

indicated that they had unfilled positions and were
reporting filled positions only.

The results are

displayed in Table 4.
TABLE 4
FULL TIME EQUIVALENT LIBRARIAN POSITIONS
IN MEDIUM-SIZED ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
Library Type

Mean

Type 1 n=16
Type 2 n=5
Type 3 n=23

21.4
22.1
21.4

Although staff sizes

3.32
3.88
4.19

all libraries ranged from

14 to 29 librarians, staff size seems to have no
bearing on how the libraries are organized.

The means

for Types 1 and 3 libraries are the same, and Type 2
libraries add, on average, only one half of a librarian
position.

This suggests that establishing a separate

department for collection development may be more
dependent on administrative commitment than number of
positions available.
Responses, displayed in Table 5, to the question
- 45 -

"What is the full time equivalent of librarian time
assigned to collection development activities?"
revealed little difference between Type 1 and Type 3
libraries.
TABLE 5
FULL TIME EQUIVALENT LIBRARIANS
ASSIGNED TO COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
Library Type
Type 1 n=13
Type 2 n=3
Type 3 n=19

2.48
5.33
2.46

The average for 35 responses to
FTE librarians.

1.88
1.15
1.10

question was 2.73

Type 2 libraries, however, assigned an

average of 5.33 FTE librarians to collection
development, while Type 1 assigned 2.48 and Type 3,
2.46.

Because the number of usable responses from Type

2 libraries was so low, caution must be used in
interpreting the results.

However, it may be pointed

out that these libraries, based on the evidence
Table 3, were working with staffs of essentially the
- 46 -

same size, yet the Type 2 libraries assigned twice as
many positions to collection development.

Allocation of Funds
In order to ascertain if libraries of the size
being surveyed were retaining control of their book
funds or relinquishing them to teaching faculty, chief
collection officers were asked to respond to the
question,

"Does your library allocate money to

academic departments for expenditure by faculty?"

They

could choose between responses indicating that they
allocated none to faculty, some, or all after ongoing
obligations and reference needs were met.

The

responses, displayed in Table 6, suggest that
medium-sized academic libraries are following the trend
set by research libraries to accept responsibility for
materials selection.

Twenty libraries allocate none of

their funds to academic departments, 15 share funds,
retaining some portion for library discretionary use,
and nine stated that all discretionary funds are
allocated for teaching faculty use.
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TABLE 6
FUND ALLOCATION PATTERNS
IN THREE LIBRARY TYPES
Allocation pattern
Allocate all
Allocate some
Allocate none

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

2

o

7

9

8

1

6

6

4

10

15
20

The trend away from faculty selection is clear.
The librarians in nearly half of the libraries have
full responsibility for selection of materials.
who checked

Many

is response added a comment stating that

faculty participation was encouraged and that
cooperation with faculty was the norm.

These comments

indicate that librarians share the concerns of Tuttle
(36) and Danton (14) that the expertise of faculty not
be disregarded.

In only 20 percent of the libraries

are all discretionary funds surrendered to the faculty.

Collection Development Activities
Finally, 16 activities associated with collection
-
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development were listed.

The list was compiled using

the tasks identified by Parker and Carpenter (30),
Ricking and Booth (31), and Bryant (8).

After review

in the testing phase, some of the terminology was
changed because of confusion expressed by the testing
librarians.
Respondents were asked to respond to the questions
in two ways.

They were to check the first column if

they thought the activity was a desirable one for
collection development librarians.

They were to check

the second column if librarians in their institution
were expected to perform an activity.

A large number

of respondents interpreted the instructions to mean
that they should check only one column for each
activity.

In recording the results, it was inferred

that if the second column was checked, and no comment
made that the activity was inappropriate, the first
column would be counted as checked.

When a respondent

in any instance checked two columns, no inferences were
made about that questionnaire.
displayed

Table 7.
-
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The results are

TABLE 7
DESIRABILITY AND EXPECTED ACCOMPLISHMENT
OF SIXTEEN COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
SHOULD DO
44
40
37
32
44
32
42
36
35
19
32
16
30
32
34
40

RANK

1
4
6
10
1
10
3
7
8
15
10
16
14
10
9
4

I
I

%

I EXPECTED
I

11001

I 911
I 841
I 731

11001
731
951
821
791
431
731
361
681
731
771
911

_I

39
31
25
16
41
25
32
27
28
16
22
16
9
6
21
31

RANK

2
4
8
12
1
8
3
7
6
12
10
12
15
16
11

4

I % I ACTIVITY
I
I
I 891Liaison - Academic dept.
I 70lCollection evaluation
I 571Writing collection policy

1 361Liaison - Other libraries
I 931Selecting current materials
I 571Gift and exchange
I 731Deselection, weeding
I 61lApproval profiles
I 641Monitoring fund balances
I 361Searching titles
I 50lBudget justification
I 361Preparation of order forms
I 20lUser surveys
I 141Circulation studies
I 481Desiderata files
I 70lRetrospective selection

I_I
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The first activity listed was
academic department."

iaison with

All 44 respondents checked that

as a desirable activity, and 39 expected it to be done
in their library.

It ranked first as a desirable

activity, and second as an expected activity.

Those

respondents who did not expect it to be done were in
Type 1 or 3 libraries that allocated little or none
their funds to academic departments.

They appeared to

have little time to devote to collection development,
and

some cases were poorly funded as well.
One respondent checked all activities as

desirable, and none as expected.

The comment written

at the bottom of the page was, "We don't really do much
more than selecting for purchase from among faculty
requests."
Ranking first in both desirability and expectation
was "Selecting current materials."

Also near the top

were "Collection maintenance: deselection, weeding,"
"Collection evaluation," and "Retrospective selection."
These tasks were considered desirable, and it was
expected that they would be done.
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Of 44 respondents, only 16 thought it appropriate
for librarians to prepare orders.

Many, however,

apparently interpreted this as actually typing out
order forms to be sent to suppliers.
was preparation of request slips.
of request slips is
or student assistants.

What was meant

Even the preparation

equently done by clerical staff
It may be seen as an

appropriate professional activity in automated
libraries where the librarians have access to the
ordering system.

In libraries of this type, librarians

at remote terminals sometimes enter records into the
system for checking, verification, and ordering by
acquisitions staff.
Also low on the list of desirable tasks was
"Searching titles in library catalog and/or order
file."

This contradicts Bryant's assertion that

librarians prefer to do at least some searching because
of what they learn about the collection wh
(8).

e doing it.

It would be of interest to discover if librarians

are more likely to choose searching the catalog and/or
order file as a desirable activity in libraries with
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onl

catalog and/or order systems.

In

author's

experience, while few librarians are willing to search
titles in a card catalog, many will search in an online
catalog.

They can do it

the privacy of an office,

or during calm times at the reference desk, and they
obtain circulation information about the titles they
find.
Librarians also have been observed to search
automated order system.

an

They can find out, not only if

a title is on order, but who requested it, when it was
ordered, and whether it has been received.

Discovering

if a particular title was received on approval assists
them in monitoring and maintaining the approval
profile.

It is unlikely, however, that a librarian

would search a manual order file for anything other
than one specific title, and unlikely that they would
be expected to do so.

While both preparation of order

requests and searching titles was seen as a clerical
task by 63 percent and 59 percent of respondents
respectively, librarians were expected to do them when
circumstances demanded in some libraries.
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Many chief collection development officers saw
user studies and circulation studies as inappropriate
for collection development librarians.

Except for the

tasks mentioned above that are often considered
clerical, these were the tasks least often expected by
all respondents.

One respondent, however, commented

that an automated circulation system had just been
installed that would make such studies possible in
library.
In response to

reparation and monitoring of

approval profiles," three respondents indicated that
their library did not use an approval plan.

That is

possibly true of others who did not mark

activity

as appropriate, but who made no comment.

Others

indicated that monitoring fund balances was a clerical
function.

No doubt that depends on whether

"monitoring" is interpreted as bookkeeping functions,
or maintaining an awareness of how much is

a fund

and whether it is being expended on schedule.
Over

, an average of 12.39 activities were

considered desirable, and 8.81 were expected to be
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performed.

However, as shown

libraries are compared wi

Table 8, when Type 2

Types 1 and 3, it is

apparent that more activities are considered desirable,
and expectations are higher in these librar
Act

ities not unanimously selected as desirable

in Type 2 libraries were searching titles, preparing
order forms, and conducting user surveys and
circulation studies.

Not only did ch

collection

development officers in Type 2 libraries think more of
the activities were desirable,

(86 percent as compared

to 76 percent) they expected librarians reporting to
them to accomplish a higher percentage of them than did
the respondents in Types 1 and 3 libraries (65 percent
and 53 percent respectively).
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TABLE 8
DESIRABLE AND EXPECTED
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
COMPARISON BETWEEN LIBRARY TYPES
Library Type

No. of Desirable
Activities

No. of Expected
Activ ies

13.8

Type 2
n=5
Types 1 & 3
n=39

12.2

10.5
8.56

Questionnaire fQ£ Librarians With Collection
Development Responsibilities

Three hundred fifty-five of these questionnaires
were sent to 71 libraries, five to each library.

One

hundred fifty-six were returned from 44 libraries.
Nine of the questionnaires, from three libraries, were
not matched by "Questionnaires for Chief Collection
Development Officers."

These questionnaires could not

be used when responses were matched to information from
the Chiefs' questionnaires, but were used in other
- 56 -

instances.

The average return per 1

ary was 3.38

questionnaires.

Librarians' Assignments
Librarians were first asked to indicate their job
titles or assignments.

A blank line was

t for

purpose, but the responses were grouped by the
investigator.
Appendix D.

A list of responses is provided in
The grouped results are displayed in Table

9.
TABLE 9
ASSIGNMENTS OF LIBRARIANS WITH
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Assignment

Number

I
I
I

Public Services Librarian
Subject Specialist
Dept. Head in Public Servicesl
Dept. Head in Tech. Services I
Director, Assoc./Assnt.
I
Director, Head of Branch
I
Technical Services Librarian I
Collection Development
I

55
35
23
15
13
10
4

I
I
155
_________________________________ 1________
Total
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Although the Amer

an Library Association places

Collection Development

its Resources and Technical

Services Division, Futas states that most collection
development is done by public services librarians (20).
Futas is overwhelmingly supported

is survey.

Of

Type 1 libraries, the department responsible for
collection development was the Reference Department in
ten of the 15 libraries, and the Acquisitions
Department

two.

In the other three, the department

could not be ascertained from the questionnaires.
In responding to this question, librarians
identifying themselves as subject specialists almost
always included reference as part of their title also,
as

Reference/Social Sciences Biographer.

respondent identified him/herself as
director.

One

library

Some librarians identify their assignments

by subject, some by function, and some by a combination
of the two.
Of 155 librarians responding, 35 percent (n=55)
identified themselves as being in some area of public
service.

Frequently, this was reference, or reference
-
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combination wi
onl

another responsibility, such as

search, instruction, or bibliographer for an

unspecified subject.

Another 22 percent (n=35)

identified themselves as subject specialists, either
alone or with reference.
library type

These are identified by

Table 10.
TABLE 10

SUBJECT SPECIALISTS IN LIBRARY TYPES
Library Type

Subj. Specialists

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3

11
9

15

Percent

20
90
18

The only respondent in a Type 2 library not
identified as a subject specialist was called a
"general services librarian."

In the other two types

of libraries, librarians with collection development
responsibilities infrequently have collection
development, subject specialists, or bibliographer as
part of their job titles.
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Priority Qf Collection Development
Respondents were asked to identify professional
assignments that take priority over collection
development.

Ferguson and Taylor listed reference,

professional development, and meetings as having
priority over collection development (19).
act

The

ies listed as having priority over collection

development in this survey are grouped

Table 11.

TABLE 11
ACTIVITIES LISTED AS HAVING PRIORITY
OVER COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
Activity

# Listed

Reference desk/Public Assistance
ISupervision and Administration
IBibliographic Instruction
INone/No answer/Co-equal
IOnline Search
ICommittee work/Meetings
ICataloging/Acquisitions/Serials
IAutomation
IPreparation of Guides/Grants
IOrientation
IInterlibrary Loan
IArchives

87
52
34
29
23
16
12
4

3
3

2

1
1____________________________________________

Professional development, cited as frequently
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listed in Ferguson and Taylor did not appear in th
survey, but reference desk duty was listed by 56
percent of respondents, and was the most frequently
listed.

Also frequently mentioned in

is survey was

supervision, administration or management (33 percent).
Mentioned more than committee work and meetings (10
percent) were bo

b

iographic instruction (22

percent) and online search (15 percent).
One respondent listed desk duty, searching, and
committee work, but then stated that
CD is a serious responsibility - but one that gets
"fit in" as it can.

One must be on the desk at a

given time, meet classes & do searches at certain
times.

One can do C.D. "any time."

At home one

"selects" while reading the NY Times, Natural
History, etc.
Another wrote "Do you mean 'are more important
than?'" and listed "reference desk, bib instruction,
computerized ref searching."

This was from a library

that allocates all its money to faculty.
wrote
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Still another

In my estimation, collection development is my
second priority behind service on the r

renee

desk.

Of course, reference service wou

It ex

without a good collection to draw upon.

In the

t

last few years, however, administration is placing
less emphasis on collection development.
Bibliographers are expected to devote more and
more time to library instruction and computer
searching in their areas.

These newer services,

for the most part, were imposed without additional
staff.

Hours on the reference desk have remained

fairly constant.

Most of the time for newer

activities, therefore, is taken from collection
development.
Twenty-six of the respondents left the space
blank, or said that collection development was co-equal
with other responsib

ities, or that nothing took

priority over collection development.

In Table 12, the

results are displayed as related to library type.
Aga

, a greater commitment to collection development

is apparent in Type 2 libraries, where a third of
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respondents said nothing takes priority over it.
TABLE 12
PRIORITY OF OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES OVER
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT BY LIBRARY TYPE
Library type

% Listed others

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3

Librarian Qualifications

% Listed none

90.7
66.6
83.1

~

9.3
33.4
16.9

Collection Development

Respondents were asked to indicate the
qualifications they had to aid them in their collection
development responsibilities.

Again, a blank line was

left for the response, but answers were grouped in the
categories Formal Study, Experience and/or Interest,
and None.

The results are displayed in Table 13.
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TABLE 13
QUALIFICATIONS FOR COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
BY LIBRARY TYPE
Library Type

Study

Experience/
Interest

None/No
Answer
0
8

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3

60

16
1
20

Totals

102

37

33
9

3
5

When respondents listed both formal study and
interest or experience, they were placed in the study
category, which represents 69 percent of respondents.
Twenty-five percent cite library science courses,
experience, or general education.

The remaining six

percent either said they were not qualified or did not
have specific subject responsibilities.
An analysis separating out those listing only
formal study, only interest or experience, and those
listing a comb

ation of these was done.

Using these

categories, 58 respondents listed only formal study, 30
listed only interest or experience, and 60 listed a
-
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combination of formal study and experience or

terest.

Five said they had no qualifications for what they were
asked to do, and three responded that they had no
specific subject responsib

ities.

All the respondents who replied formal study only,
cited course work or degrees in their subject area of
responsibility.

Many of the respondents in the

combination category also listed subject area degrees
or course work.

Others, however, cited their library

science education, and especially courses or sem
in collection development.

ars

One respondent gave the

question a particularly broad interpretation, listing
liB

iographical sk

Is, general interest in research,

organization and communication skill."
Another stated,
I have a BA in my area of responsibility.

However

I am more knowledgeable of the subject because of
my own efforts: reading & talking to faculty, etc.
In other words, my BA doesn't really help.
A respondent who claimed no qualifications said,
None - The subject was assigned to me by default - 65 -

no one else was qualified on the subject & I was
new to the faculty.
A total of ninety respondents (57 percent) cited
their experience, general abilities and background, or
personalities as helpful
development responsib

fulfilling their collection

ities.

One hundred eight (69

percent) have subject backgrounds and/or specific
course work in collection development.

Just three

percent were unable to list any qualifications for the
assignment.

Faculty Pgrticipation in Collection Development
The next question was designed to assess faculty
interest and participation in collection development.
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they served
as a conduit for faculty book orders, worked
cooperatively with faculty, or worked in areas where
faculty took no interest.

The results, displayed in

Table 14, show a high level of cooperation.

Librarians

who checked the third answer sometimes wrote comments
indicating their

stration with faculty lack of
- 66 -

interest.

As the total indicates, more than one answer

was checked by many respondents.
TABLE 14
FACULTY INTEREST AND PARTICIPATION IN
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

Interest and Participation

Number

Librarian serves as conduit for orders I
Librarian and faculty cooperate
I
Faculty take little or no interest
I

81
108
36

I
I

225

Total

1_______

Baatz (5) found a high level of librarian
selection of materials when he studied nineteen
research libraries.

He also found discontent among the

librarians about the lack of faculty interest and lack
of success in attempts to involve faculty.

His results

do not appear to be repeated in this study of smaller
academic libraries.

Time Spent on Collection Development
Librarians were asked how much time they had
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assigned to collection development, and how much time
they spent on it.

Many responded to the first question

by saying they were not "assigned" a percent of their
time.

The results, displayed in Table 15, show

interesting differences between Type 2 libraries and
other types.
TABLE 15
EXPECTED AND ACTUAL TIME SPENT
ON COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
IN THREE LIBRARY TYPES
Library Type

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3

Time Assigned

Time Spent

Mean

SD

Mean

25.08
51.67
23.80

17.77
27.84
19.93

24.19
42.50
22.79

SD

16.26
22.64
18.60

Sloan (32) found that collection development
librarians in Type 2 organizations spent more of their
time on collection development than did librarians in
Type 1 and Type 3 libraries.
repeated in this study.

Sloan's findings were

Although librarians in Types 1

and 3 organizations come closer to spending the time
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assigned to collection development, that time, as was
shown in Table 2, frequently was quite a low percentage
of total time.

Librarians in Type 2 organizations miss

achieving their assignments by nearly 10 percentage
points, but still spend nearly twice as much time on
collection development as do their colleagues

Types

1 and 3.

TABLE 16
SIX STATEMENTS

I Statement
I
I

Strongly I Agree IDisagreelStronglyl
Agree I
I
Disagreel

II have time to fulfill my collection
I development responsibilities

,

II defer collection development
I responsibilities to other
I professional activities

I

,

Faculty have confidence in my
ability to weed materials from
the collection
I need more formal study in order
to do a satisfactory job of
collection development
The organizational structure of my
library supports and rewards
collection development activities

64

I
I

,

45

13

54

57

12

95

9

0

17

76

19

3

2

29

77

32

11

68

41

16

9

14

'Faculty respect my professional

I qualifications and have confidence
I in my ability to select materials

I
I
I
I

28
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,
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

,,
,

I
I

Six Statements
Librarians were asked to respond to six statements
using a sc
Disagree.
f

ranging

om Strongly Agree to Strong

results are displayed

Table 16.

the respondents said

More

had suff

t

time to fulfill their collection development
responsibil

ies.

Half said they de

red collection

development to other responsibilities.

Fifty eig

percent stated that their library's organizational
structure supported and rewarded collection
development.
Stronger opinions emerged

librarians were

asked about their need for more educat

, and

perceptions of their qualifications.

In

response to the statement "Faculty respect my
professional qualifications and have confidence in my
ab

ity to select materials," only seven percent

disagreed, and none strongly disagreed.

Respondents

were slightly more cautious about weeding, w
percent disagreeing wi
confidence in their ab

19

the statement that faculty had
to perform that chore.
- 70 -

Just 22 percent of respondents
formal study

t

order to do a sat

ed more
fac

job

collection development.
In a survey examin

ty percept

of

librarians at the University of Manitoba, the
investigators found that facul

ly viewed

librarians as "professionals" performing a "service"
tion, rather

as colleagues (17).

However,

they regarded subject expertise and advanced degrees
subject areas to be most important for fulfilling
collection development responsibilities.
to a greater extent

the

and education, than

the sc

In order to ascerta

was true

ities, social sciences,
es.

if respondents to

study

perceived a relationship between faculty respect for
qu

ifications and advanced subject master's degrees, a

contingency table was constructed using
to Statement 9 and
Question 3.

For

qu

responses

ifications listed

analysis, only a master's degree

was counted, not master's level study or bachelor's
degrees.

results, displayed in Table 17, show
- 71 -

part

ipants

s

perceive no relationsh

between an advanced subject degree

ty regard.

Ninety percent

librarians not stating a subject

master's as a qu

ification

their qu
materi

t

ifications and their ab

r

i

to select

s.
TABLE 17

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ADVANCED SUBJECT EDUCATION
AND PERCEPTIONS OF FACULTY RESPECT FOR
Have Respec t
Subj .Master
No 2d Master
Some 1

ONS

Don't Have Respect

53
75

1
8

arians wrote comments on

is sect

the questionnaire.

of

Next to the statement about

weeding, comments included:
"Question is about to be de

t wi

shor

II

"They trust only themselves, but I do it anyway."
acul
be

get very upset when
d

anything

arded • IV

don ltd iscard

last copy without consulting
- 72 -

wi
Some respondents were

Ie to gener

ize about

s.

statement, saying it depended on ind
For
ind

~

marked it as liN/Ali or left it
ating

no weeding was done.

__~~~~ Deyelopment
Librarians wi

collect

development

repponsibilities were asked to respond to the same 1
of activities

chief collection development

officers responded to.

They were asked to check the

activities they thoug

they should do, and the ones

actually done at some time
twelve mon

period.

would check bo
thoug

prev

It was expected that librarians

columns when they did activities they

were appropriate.

However, many seemed to feel

that they could check only one column or the other.
these cases, it was inferred that if they did an
act

ity, they felt that it was one they should be

doing.

t

The results are displayed in Table 18.
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In

TABLE 18
SIXTEEN COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
RATED AS DESIRABLE AND ACCOMPLISHED BY
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT LIBRARIANS
SHOULD DO
149
146
118
93
154
104
139
103
119,
104
85
92
87
105
99
129

RANK
2
3
7
13

1
9
4
11
6
9
16
14
15
8
12
5

%

I
I

951
941
761
601
991
671
891
661
761
671
541
591
561
671
1 631
I 831

I_I

DID

RANK

143
87
46
45
152

2
9
13
14

88

1
7
8

71

11

112
110
58
98
17
30
73
97

3
4
12
5
16
15
10
6

92

%

I ACTIVITY
I

921Liaison - Academic dept.
561Co11ection evaluation
291Writing collection policy
291Liaison - Other libraries
971Selecting current materials
591Gift and exchange
56lDeselection, weeding
451Approval profiles
721Monitoring fund balances
70lSearching titles
371Budget justification
631Preparation of order forms
lllUser surveys
191Circulation studies
1 471Desiderata files
I 621Retrospective selection

I_I
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Not surprising
ings they
act

, librarians were not able to do
t they should do.

two

ities ranked first and second as important to do,

also ranked first and second as activities done.
were selecting current materials and act
to an academic department.
sa

as lia

Almost as many librar

they did them as said they shou

e
on
s

do them.

that, however, discrepancies arise.
Collect
activity

evaluation
s

was done.

ranked third as an

ld be done, but n

Only 59 percent of those saying it

should be done had found time to do it.
is Weeding, wi

t

Also notable

139 librarians saying it should be

done, but only 88 finding time to do it.
8

as an activity

Similarly,

writing collection development policy is

desirable, but only 46, or 38 percent, had done it.
Although circulation studies were ranked eighth, wi
105 respondents thinking them desirable, they ranked
fifteenth in activities done.
When the results are compared wi
to the same list

responses

om Questionnaire #1, the same tasks
- 75 -

are ranked

the top five by bo

task r

ed fifteen

development

groups.

by ch

col

ficers, searching ti

was given more importance by c
librarians.

They ranked it n

tion

s
t

However,

the catalog,
development

, over gi

exchange work, approval profiles, rna

tenance of

desiderata files, and liaison with other libraries.
Collect

development librarians also accorded more

importance to ci
superv

ors, but neither group ranked user studies as

useful.
ch

ation studies than did their

item was selected by just 68 percent of

f collect

collect

development officers and 56 percent

development librarians.

Responses
separ

om Type 2 libraries were analyzed

The results showed that all ten

respondents considered Liaison wi
Selecting

Departments,

rent Materials, Gift and Exchange work,

Monitoring Fund Balances, Searching Titles, Budget
Justification, and Preparation of Order Forms to be
suitable activities, and activities that all had done.
Also chosen as desirable by all ten were Collection
- 76 -

ation and

tion Ma

nine had done each.
and 2 demonstrate

tenance (Weeding), but

The histograms in Charts I

dif

rences between

responses

om Type 2 Libraries and the responses from all
librar ies.
At first glance, it appears that in Type 2
libraries, seven tasks are performed by all of
librarians who say
same
all I

are desirable, and that the

true of three of the tasks when responses from
rary types are considered.

However, it should

be noted that tasks ten and twelve create a misleading
impression.
c
were

og or order fi

s, search

titles

, and preparation of order

ms,

equently marked as tasks done by librarians even

though they were considered to be clerical.
Disregarding these two tasks, then, it can be seen
Type 2 libraries, all the librarians who said
they should act as liaisons to academic departments,
select current materials, participate

gift and

exchange, weed, monitor fund balances, and do budget
justifications, were able to do those things.
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In

I

1

rar

, however, only select

current materials

was achieved by nearly 100 percent

it

those who

as a goal.
Collection evaluat
percent

collect

percent of ch

, ranked desirab

development librarians and 91

collect

development officers, was a

goal attained by 90 percent of those str
Type 2 libraries, but by 60 percent
Writing collect
well

ing for

alII

development policy d

any type of library, w

of 40 percent

by 94

aries.

not fare so

an ach

rate

libraries, and just 50 percent

Type 2 libraries.
Circulation studies and user surveys were
tasks least likely to be done, even by librarians who
think they are useful.

The achievement rate for

1

libraries is 20 percent for user surveys and 30 percent
for circulation studies.

In Type 2 librar

50 percent and 40 percent respectively.
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CHART 2
SHED

PERCENTAGE OF DESIRABLE ACTIVITIES
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FIVE
Summary and Conc

to
At

~~~~~

Questions

beg

questions were posed.

study,

of
Wh

1.

e.

e a prevalent organizational model

med

ized academ

1

raries?

academic libraries are most 1
for

Medium-sized

ely to be organized
a Type 1 or Type 3

lection development

model, with Type 1 slig

2.

e

Chapters Four and Five,

f answers are proved
Is

research

detailed answers to

stions are to be found
br

sions

more prevalent.

Does the organizational model
collection development is done?

t the
Yes, collection

development is more likely to be neglected
Type 1 or Type 3 organizational model.

a

Moreover,

a larger percentage of total professional time
w

1 be assigned to collection development in a

Type 2 libr

3.

Do 1

ar

is size typically allocate
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s

for

ul

expenditure, or reta

Twen

I

funds

rar

ul

located none of

ir

located all.

Are librarians with col

tion d

responsibilities typical
assigned

of

expenditure, fifteen alloca

some, and just n

4.

cont

publ

serv

t

administratively
es or technic

services?

The typical assignment is

public services.

relationship is

e between administrative

5.

assignment of I

arians and

amount of t

spent on collection development?

Librarians

public services departments

more d

their t

t

, wi

the effect

s on

ir time

collection development is eroded.

6.

What relationship is there between adm

istrative

assignment of librarians and the collection
activities they perform?

d

wi

administrative assignments

departments are more lik
liaison work wi
materials.

L

L

rarians

publ

to concentrate on

ty and selection of
rarians wi

serves

administrative

- 82 -

ass

ts in techn

development d

serves or a collection

tment do those

ings, but

so

are more likely to write collection development
pol

ies, evaluate collect

s,

do circulation

and user studies.
7.

Do 1

rarians de

other duties.?

Yes, especial

1 and Type 3 1

raries, and 1

administrat

8.

collection development to

assignments

arians

rarians wi
public services.

How are librarians academic
prepared to do collect

1

ly or experientially

development?

master's degrees or course work
they are responsible for.

Many have
subjects

rs cite interest

and experience.
9.

Do librarians feel adequately pr

ed

educationally for their collection development
respons

ities?

responding

Almost all 1

rarians

t adequately prepared for their

assignments.
10.

Do librarians

that faculty respect their

qualifications and judgmen
-

83 -

Librarians indicated

a h
11.

h degree of facul
tasks do 1

respect.

rarians

are

iate or

necessary for collection development?
s lis

, the f

desirable were:

steen

most

lia

on wi

select
academic d

selecting current materials; deselect

as

tment;
, weed

retrospective selection, and evaluation of
collections.
12.

How many of these tasks do
top five tasks selected, 97

rform?
rcent

Of

respond

collection development librarians, or 1
wi

collection development respons

ar ians

ilities

selected current materials; 92 percent functioned
as liaisons wi

academic departments.

Weed

collection evaluation were accomplished by 56
percent of respondents, and 62 percent sa
d

they

retrospective selection.

Summary
purpose of
there is a way

study was to determine if

organizing for collection d
-

84 -

t

advoc

ized ac

I

as most ef

tive.

(24) do not advocate any
another.
I

r

Sloan (32)
anizat

over

r,

ted to do col

tion

a library that has identified it as a

separate activi

wor

of its own d

time is devoted to it, and more act
wi

can

is s

ts

rarians are appo

development

raries

tment, more
ities associated

collection development are accomplished.

study also showed

librarians

The

these I

aries,

entified as Type 2 organizations, did a hig
percentage

d

act

ities they thought desirable

ir colleagues

Type I and 3 libraries.

When activities achieved were calculated as a
percentage of activities desired, the achievement rate
of I

rarians in Type 2 libraries was a mean of 80

percent and in all libraries, just 66 percent.
The research hypothesis was supported.

The

organizational structure of the medium-sized academic
I
most of

ts collection development activities.
libraries surveyed, it affected
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In

negat

Because most librarians wi

development responsibilities
the size surveyed are not
d

demands on
every

ir time.

ing

academic 1
permanent col

opment departments,

development is eroded by

c

ir time

lect
aries
tion

collection

responsibilities

0

time

not ava

able

r

needs to be done, collection

development frequently is the task that is neglected.
is conclusion is supported by statements volunteered
by respondents as well as by the evidence supplied in
ts 1 and 2, and
What

Table 12.

study did not show was the results of the

greater time spent and activities accomplished.

Are

the collections in those Type 2 libraries meeting
needs of their users better than the collections in
other libraries?

One way of finding the answer to that

question is through user surveys, circulation s

ies,

and collection evaluation, activities more likely to be
done
fact,
d

Type 2 libraries than in

s 1 and 3.

it is the activities not likely to be done
the dif

rence between real collection
- 86 -

In

development and s

buy

materi

s.

Collection Development
An example is writ

collection development

pol

ies.

d

opment policy evaluates

deta

describes

show

collection
collection as it is,

means to generate a col

tion

desired, and makes clear to the selectors and
constituenc
for mak

ir

e is a well-thought-out plan
use of materials funds (4).

faculty selecting materials for a

Librarians or
has

t

no written collection development

may be working

at cross purposes or to no purpose.

collection is

likely to have no coherence apparent to its users, and
no relat

to their needs or the goals of

organization.
Parker stated, however, that
the actual selection of titles receives a hig
pr

i

writing collection development

policy statements even though pol
foundation

good selection.
-

87 -

ies are the

In other words,

money must be

or returned to

state, but

writing policy statements can be delayed.
many collect
v

Because

development activities are not as

as publ

service activities

because

do not have to be conducted at rigidly
scheduled times, it is easy to delay them or
neg

t them entirely (30, p. 479).

statement is strong
is survey.
part

ar

supported by

results

Collection policy writing is not ranked
h

as a desirable activity, and even

lower as an accomplished one.

Studies
Since librarians

Types I and 3 I

they were most likely to select mater
wi

aries sa
s and liaison

academic departments, and since they said that
e was a high level of faculty part

ion

collection development, the inference is that both
librarians and faculty are selecting materials based on
tuitive

anecdotal evidence rather than documented

need or according to plan.

L
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rarians in Type 2

libraries are more 1
based on
and
1

to be select
collect

at
r

ts

ci

Types 1

rarians

that these act

user s

3 librar

arians

1

know from de

wi

ans,

, written

do not bel

ities are necessary.

with Futas (20),

is

ation

materials

They may ag r ee
public services

the public what

want, what

libraries, and what should be purchased.
is atti

g

e di

up on
needs.

publ

sses
1

potential user who has

rary because it d

It also ignores

serv

e desks, go

Because of

or

user who bypasses
direc

to the collection.

tors, although user studies and

circulation studies sometimes
had suspec

not meet h

, at other t

firm what librarians

s they reveal surpr

ing

results.
In a library supporting a university with
technical emphasis, any of the librarians would have
sa

wi

confidence

were heavily used.

computer science books
non-professional staff working

shelving would have agreed.
- 89 -

A prel

ary

c

at

s

confirmed

Using Lancaster's stress
of the c

v
rmula,

h percentage

tion is compared to percentage of

circulation (25), a stress

tor of 2.41 was found

QA classification, which

ludes computer science

books ..
Fur

analysis was done, however,

more revealing.
all c

was much

An analysis of a ten percent sample of

ating titles

classification showed

that computer science books were extremely heavily
used, thus confi

s

f.

was

at books on
high sc

tuitive wisdom
had not been
id mec

algebra

ics

on

so were

was
teach

of

QA classification,

and also were extremely heavily used (12).

The

reference librarians were unaware of that use, because
they were rece

ing no questions in those areas at the

reference desk.
Knowledge of the sort gained

a circulation

study such as the one described above is invaluable
making select

decisions.

The 1
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arian wi

col

tion development respons

sciences

at I

r

ilities

knows

the

to buy books

ee subject areas mentioned, not just
computer science.
sorts

Moreover,

s

books are needed

was possible to make deduct
curr

dete
c

r science.

s about

elated use, and use that was reI

ependent study.

A user study

to

do even more to

, wh

r

It

would to be reI

to a collection development pol

be

e purchas

decisions were made.

User Studies
An example of the k
ga

of

format

om a user study is detailed

Cubberley and Centini (

).

that can be
a paper by

same kind of

circulation study as the one reported above had
indicated stress

the RT classificat

on nursing are classified.
students showed
library services

, where books

A survey of the nursing

they were more d

satisfied with

was a control group, that they

were go

to

raries r

1

0

,

sity libr

ir
part

and

wi

journ

lection,

ci

s, but

gave

su
ation s

of

journal collect

circulation statist

more

ion

the

could.

~...!d..:o..!:.l~~ =-=.,.....,.,.

Since 1

icated that they felt

equately
exper

ti

ed bo

educat

ly to do collection development, but

icated

d

to it, and

not have enough time to devote

they de

red it to other

ofessional

activities, it seemed important to determine
would do if they
responses to

more time.

writing
ci

analys

they
of

sixteen activities revealed that they

would devote more time to collect

do

s

investigators to a user group to survey,

and
ci

they were

course, is not

ation statist

alerted

on

r

evaluation,

tion development policies, weeding, and
ation and user studies.
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analys

of

the r

ses

1

revealed

rarians

2 1

rar

s
to

se respondents do devote more t

those act

ities.

Recommendations
On

Implementation

basis of

recommend

se responses, it is safe to
administrators who are serious

1

about collection development, who want to retain
control

responsib

funds, and

have confidence

alifications of

ity for

ir materials
the professional

ir staffs, consider establishing a

separate department for collection development.

If

reorganization of the present staff is not feasible,
reorganization can

e

positions become vacant.
gradu

ace

remental

Collection development can

be transformed from a responsib

spread among

1

public services, to a

respons

is centered

ility

al services, and

assigned to it, but

at

rarians with primary

responsibilities

tec

as staff

a department in

has fewer 1
have col
- 93 -

arians

tion development

as

their

respons

ility.

e librarians should be recruited

their

subject backgrounds or experience, and if they do not
have exper
rece

collection d

opment, they should

structured, formal training from the ch

collect
tra

e

development officer

ing

beg

wi

the libr

discussion of and agreement

on collection development

osophy, so

librarians are working toward common goals.
discussions

In

luding all collection development

librarians and the ch
officer,

is

collection development

tasks expected of the librarians should be

established, priorities establ

hed, and plans made for

their implementation.
Workshops in collection evaluation, circulat
studies, user studies, and writing collection
development policies should be conducted if these
activities are included in the responsibilities of the
I

arians.

nov
devel

es wi

It could be especially useful to pair
librarians experienced
tec

collect

iques, or for the chief collection
-

94 -

development officer to
newcomers to

extra t

wi

speci

In order to counter any charges

elitism, and to

prevent jealousy, the collection development 1
s

contribute to other act

Such act
wi

ities

the library.

ities also would serve to keep them

their col

arians

agues, the library's publ

touch

, and

e

demands placed on the collection on a daily basis.
Some possibilities are serving at the reference desk,
prov

ing bibliograph

areas, or cataloging.
tec

instruction

ir subject

Office space and support staff

al services should be

ov

ed.

Such an arrangement should be tested by conducting
user surveys among both faculty and students on a
regular basis.

If organization of

type described

enhances collection development, such results should be
reflected
clientele.

the perceptions of

library's

In addition, further study of preparation

of librarians for collection development would be in
order, as well as faculty perceptions of librar

- 95 -

s.

Needs
present s

rs excit

research.
in

is s

It is apparent
the

w

(17) ,

d

advanced study on
collect

rgent views on

need for

part of 1

doing

It
dif

dif

advanced degrees

ility, and

se without.

and
ences

s

types, result
ir collections.

tween Type 2
measurable
One possibility is

comparative collection evaluations, ci
s

beg

ation

ies, and user studies between libraries reporting

high levels of collection
1

their

be useful, as well, to learn if the

ences discovered

1

to learn if

the usefulness of collections

rence

respons

rar

It would be use

developed by librarians wi
areas

librarians

ty members surveyed by D

development.

e is a dif

ospects

opment activities and

raries reporting low levels.
to ind

between

ate if

Such stud

re are discern

s should
differences

fectiveness and usefulness of collections

developed using the techniques commonly accepted in the
- 96 -

pr

sion and collections developed us

me

s.
Ano

poss

exists

i

prospect of case

s

es.

substanti

amounts of time on collect

L

rarians who are spend

ated
acc

ish

is study

of

activity.

s could be

Such diar
led

amount of t
var

by B

lect

survey,
development
k

ant,

describe the

needed for collect

s disc

time to

tasks identified
their c

,

devel

they

might keep diaries

analysis c

tuitive

development

( 8) •

As one of the respondents po

rence

out, r

work depends on good collection development work having
been done to support it.

Onl

researc

a wor

s

touch wi
walls

I

truction can make s
poss
beg

search can

rary.

of information beyond
B

iogr

ents aware of

ilities

esented by the I

tec

tapping

collection

t

ary, and some of the
resources.

opment can ensure
-

97 -

But
of

materi

or

s

enter

1

w

1 be immedi

want it.
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORlDA
UNIVERSITY USRARIES

ORLANOO. FLORIOA 32816·0666

December 30. 1986

Dear Colleague:
coordinator of Collection Development in the Library at the University
of Central Florida, I have become interested in the sllocatieD of human
resources for this assignment. in other academic libraries. I also am
interested in tbe various activities associated with collection develop1Dent.
and whether there is significant correlatIon bet'W'een activities performed
and type of organization.

As

As one of the requirements for the degree Doctor of Arts in Information
Science from Nova University, I &Q c:ondueting a survey of academic libraries
in an effort to find ansvers to these questions. The survey instruments are
based on an extensive literature review. which reveals that uty concerns are
widespread in the profession. I would be most grateful 1£ you and your
colleagues assist me in this study.
Enclosed are six questionnaires. One is to be completed by the chief collection development officer in your library. The other five are to be
c01Ipleted. by bibliographers. subject specialists, or other librarians witb
collection development responsibilities. Five copies are provided so tbat
many. 1£ not all. such librarians can participate. Completion of the
questionnaires takes ten minutes at most. I have included postage-paid
envelopes for their return.
For questionnaires to be included in the results. they should be postmarked
no later than January 31. 1987. Complete confidentiality will be maintained,
and participating libraries will be provided with a copy of the results.
Yours sincerely.

Carol Cubberley
Read, Acquisitions and Collection Development

STATE UNrYEASITY SYSTEM OF f\.ORIO.

.N EQUA&,. OPPORTUNITY, AfFIRMATrYE. .CTION EMPlOYER
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APPENDIX B

Questionnaire
for Chief Collection Development Officers
1.

Which model most nearly describes your library's organization for
collection development?
Type I. Collection development is not a separate activity.
It is one of the responsibilities of a department established
for another purpose, such as reference or acquisitions.
Type II. Collection development is regarded as a separate
activity. There is a department established for this purpose
with librarians assigned there either full time or as a principal job assignment.
Type III. Collection development is regarded as a separate
activity. There is an assistant director. coordinator, or
department head responsible for it. Librarians with collection
development assignments are members of other departments and
have their "primary responsibilities in those other departments.

2.

Librarians with collection development responsibilities typically are
expected to spend what percentage of their time on collection development?

o-

10%

26 - 50%

11 - 25%

3.

76 - 100%

51 - 75%

Librarians with collection development responsibilities actually spend
what percentage of their time on collection development?

o-

26 - 50%

10%

11 - 25%

76 - 100%

51 - 75%

4.

What is the full time equivalent of professional librarians in your
library?

5.

What is the full time equivalent of "librarian time assigned to
collection .development activities? (Corresponds to Question il2

107

6.

Does your library allocate money to academic departments for expenditure
by faculty?
Yes, all after recurring expenses, reference, replacements, and
so forth are provided for.
Some. but some also reserved for librarian expenditure.
None.

7.

Listed below are sixteen collection development activities. Please
check the ones you think librarians should do, and the ones librarians
in your library are expected to do.
Should do

Expected
Liaison with academic department
Collection evaluation
¥riting collection

po~icies

Liaison with other libraries
Selecting current materials
Gift and exchange
Collection maintenance: deselection, weeding
Preparation and monitoring of approval profiles
Monitoring fund balances
Searching titles in
order file

lib~ary

..

catalog and/or

"'
Budget justification
. Preparation of order forms
">lo~·"'f .••.

_

,"

.'_~

... _.' .•

• _ '"

• _

;;;~-:

User surveys _.'

~,,:.,,-:.".

Analysis of collection use (circulation-studies)
Maintenance of desiderata files
Retrospective selection
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APPENDIX C

Questionnaire
for Librarians with Collection Development Responsibil,ities
1.

What is your job title or assignment? (Not rank, but Reference Librarian,
or Head of Circulation, for instance.)

2.

What professional assignments do you have that take priority over
collection development?

3.' What qualifications do you have that you feel aid you in the subject
area(sl of your responsibility?

4.

Which statement most nearly describes your relationship with faculty in
the subject area(sl of your responsibility? (Check more "than one if
necessary.)
I serve as a conduit for faculty book orders.
I work closely with faculty, anticipate their needs, and frequently
have already ordered the books they request.
Faculty take little or no interest in collection development.

5.

What percentage of your time is assigned to collection development?

6.

What percentage of your time do you estimate you actually spend on
collection development during the course of a year?

109 -

Please respond to the following statements using the scale:
1.

13;

Strongly agree

2.

Agree

3.

Disagree

4.

Strongly disagree

7.

I have time to fulfill my collection development responsibilities.

8.

I defer collection development responsibilities to other
professional activities.

9.

Faculty respect my professional qualifications and have confidence
in my ability to select materials.

10.

Faculty have confidence in my ability to weed materials from the
collection.

11.

I need more formal study in order to do a satisfactory job of
collection development.

12.

The organizational structure of my library supports and rewards
collection development activities.

Listed below are sixteen collection development activities. Please
check the ones you think you should do or would like to do, and the
ones you actually did in the past twelve months.
Should do

Did
Liaison with academic department
Collection evaluation
Writing collection policies
Liaison with other libraries
Selecting current materials
Gift and exchange
Collection maintenance: deselection, weeding
Preparation and monitoring of approval profiles
Monitoring fund balances
Searching titles in library catalog and/or order file
Budget justification
Preparation of order forms
User surveys
Analysis of collection use (circulation studies)
Maintenance of desiderata files
Retrospective selection
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APPENDIX D
LIBRARIANS' JOB TITLES
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